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ABSTRACT 

We propisc a new systematic approach to reduce matching 
pursuit (MP) encoder complexity. MP ccdecs are asymmet- 
ric as decoder complexity is low while the encoder com- 
plexity is extremely high. An MP encoder conlains three 
compcmcnts: the inner pniducts, maximum atom cxtrncrion, 
and atom encoding. We propose a new approach which 
combines the first two components using eigen-dictionary 
approximation and tree-based vector quantization (VQ). The 
advantages of this are a simpler design and a slower growth 
of computational costs as the target dictionary becomes large 
than traditional approaches. By varying the approximation 
accuracy, our algorithm can provide the trade-off between 
coding performance and speed-up of the MP encoder. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Efficiently encodfig motion residuals is essential for low- 
delay video applications in which videos are encoded by 
the hybrid motion compensation and a residual encoding 
structure. Other than nonredundant transformation, a frame 
based technique, matching pursuit (MP), encodes motion 
residual images. In [3], Mallat and Zhang first propose 
matching pursuit, which decomposes a signal into a linear 
combination of bases within an uvercomplete dictionary , 
i.e. 

h1-1 

.FM < Rkf ,b jk  > b j l .  

The dictionary element bjk combined with the inner product 
value < R k f ,  bjk > is called an aforn. In [41, Neff and Za- 
!&or show that using an M P  to code motion residual images 
performs better than using discrete cosine transfon (DCT) 
in terms of PSNR and perceptual quality at very low hit 
rates. The efficacy of an MP codec depends on dictionary 
selection. A dictionary should meet the following three cri- 
teria: 1) the basis function must effectively represent motion 
residual frames, 2) the dictionary size must be small, and 3) 
the basis function must be simple. Because an MP encoder 
uses an iterative algorithm, and each iteration takes many 
inner product calculations, it's computational cost is higher 
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Fig. 1. The proposed two-stage-VQ structure. 

than transform-based methods. A quick implementation of 
the inner products is essential for a low delay application. 

A common approach to lessen inner product complex- 
ity uses a low computational cost dictionary to approximate 
the target dictionary. For example, a separable dictionary 
can be approximated by low cost factorized separable dic- 
tionary in which a large basis function is represented as a 
successive convolution of short basis functions [7, 21. An- 
other approach to lessen inner product complexity projects 
an arbitrary basis function into the space spanned by simple 
elementary functions and approximates the basis by a linear 
combination of the elementary functions [6,51. In this pa- 
per, we propose a new structure that combines a two-stage 
M P  approach and VQ structure to efficiently approximate 
any dictionary. The complete structure of our two stage al- 
gorithm is given in Figure l .  The first stage is the DWT and 
the second stage is a design that combines the inner pmd- 
ucts of an MP residual and eigenfunctions and a tree-based 
VQ to extract maximum atom. The efficiency and complex- 
ity are a trade-off depended on the number of eigenfunctions 
h' a id  the number of wavelet coefficients N to approximate 
an eigenfunction. 

2. TWO-STAGE-VQ DESIGN 

2.1. Dictionary approximation 

At the first stage of our approach (see Figure I), we approx- 
imate the dictionary functions by their eigenfunctions, and 
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each eigenfuiiction is then approximated by a DWT. Let the 
bases in the dictionary D be BlrB2, ..., We apply 
PCA on the bases and select the li eigenfunctions with the 
largest eigenvalues. Let the I< eigenfunctions he denoted as 
E1,E2, .... EK. The eigenfunctions (Ej} are wavelet trans- 
formed using €Iau wavelets denoted as {$,”,,}. The Haar 
wavelet is used because its filtering operitions cm be effi- 
ciently implemented. To funher reduce computational cost, 
each cigenl~unctinn is appmximated by the N largest DWT 
coefficients , i.e. 

E:= 0; ,,,,,,+!I ,,,,,, i = l , 2  ,..., Zi. (1) 
l r n : n ) € Q ,  

‘11, is the sct 01- h e  index of the IV DWT cnefficicnts o l  Ihc 
i-th eigcnfunction. 

Because {E:} is an approximation of {Lj}, Ihc orthog- 
onal prnpcny of {Ej} does not hold for {E:}. 1Jsing the 
&on-sclrnridt procedure on {E:}, we have I< nrthonormal 
functions,Ey,j = 1,2,  ..., /<. 

j 
E,” = C‘L;,>Ep. 

. .  i = l  

Using {E,”}to approximate the bases {Bf,}, We have 

K 

B,N = a&E,”, 
j=1 

where a& is the projection of basis Bb onto E;”. An MP 
residual image f is approximated by {E;”} as 

I j  

j=1  

K -  i 

Using the results of Equations (2) and (3), the inner pmd- 
uct between I” and the normalized basis = can be ex- 

pressed as 
IIBF II 

K 

J - 

Fig. 2. A block diagram n T  the implcmcntation I)( our pm- 
posed structure. 

where 

Hence, Ihc inner producl < f”, > can be obtained 
f n m  the inner product nt two IC dimensional vectors.Note 
ha t  fib can be pre-computed and, according to muation (I), 

IlRPll 

< f . E F > =  Pi,“< f ,+ , , ,> ,Z=1,2  )..., IC, 
(m,n)EQi 

where can also be precomputed. The implementation 
of the inner product of an MP residual f and {E?} is shown 
in Figure 2. 

2.2. Tree based-VQ on an eigen-dictionary 

In the traditional approach, the inner products and maxi- 
mum atom extraction are two separate components. The UI- 

nerproducts are computed first, and, after all are computed, 
the maximum atom is selected. In our stmcture, shown in 
Figure 2, maximum atom extraction is combined with the 
inner products of an MP residual and eigenfunctions. 

2.2.1. Building a binary tree-VQ 

There are many methods of designing a binary tree-VQ. In 
our MP encoder, the codewords (fib) are already blown, so 
our aim is to organize them in such a way that the binary 
search algorithm can find the basis whose inner product is 
close to what was obtained in an exhaustive search. We 
therefore use a simple bottortr-up algorithm to build our bi- 
nary tree-VQ. Let d be the lowest level of our tree, d = 
log, (DI. we use i$(= a b )  to assure that the codeword 6 b  

is at level d. To build the parent level, we find the pair that 
the gives the maximum inner product value 
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If the inner product < 6$,$ > is positive, we use the mean 
vector o f  6; and a: to represent their parent node fit-', i.e. 

&I = (a; + .tt)/2, 

$ - I  1 (5; - ,$)/2. 

otherwise the parent node is reprcscnted as 

By this same procedure, we select a pair Trnm the remaining 
vectnrs in {5,d]b = 1,2,. . . , la]) ~ {CY:, CY:} and construct 
their parent nodc &'. We continue the procedurc until all 
the vectors in {?+;I6 = 1 , 2 , .  . , ID\} are selected and the 
upper level d- I is set up. By repeating the above prncedore, 
we are able io build the (1 - 1: level frnm the nodcs i n  level 
d - 1: + I until the root node i n  cached. 

2.2.2. Qrrei?iiig the /ree-VQ 

To find which inner product of 8yb and ail hilimnation vector 
f gives the maximum ahsolute value. we use a top-down 
approach. If the current internal nnde is 6:. and its left a id  
right children are respcctively and $+', then node 

will he selected if 

I < f , $ + ' > ]  > l < f , & ; + I > l  

This procedure is repeated at each encountered internal nodc 
until a Leaf of the tree is reached. The traditional method to 
extract the maximum atom (the basis that has the largest ah- 
soluteinnerproductvalue) costs O(1il'Dl) whileourmethod 
costs U (  K log, lDl). This binary tree search procedure does 
not always find the maximum atom; however, our experi- 
ments show that the probability of finding a basis with an 
inner product close to that of the optimal hasis is high. The 
effectiveness of ow binary tree-VQ will he demonstrated in 
Section 4. 

3. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS 

Finding an atom from within an entire image is very time- 
consuming. Let us assume that the size of ow basis function 
is L by L pixels. We use the popular suboptimal algorithm 
in [4, I ]  , which divides an MP residual into disjoint blocks 
of size S by S,  and finds an atom within the block that has 
the highest energy. 
A. Dyadic wavelet transform 
The first step shown in Figure 2 computes the DWT of the 
M P  residual image block, where the L by L block is cen- 
tered at each pixel in the S by S local search region. All the 
DWT coefficients can he obtained by the ri fmrrs algorithm 
with lesser computational cost. The complexity required 
to implement the DWT by undecimated Haar filter bank is 
6(L+S) ' log,L (adds). 

Fig. 3. The structure of an MP encoder. 

15. Inner pnwlucl of an MP residual and eigen-funclions 
The middle dashed box i n  Figure 2 computes the imierprnd- 
uct of ai MP residual iuld eigen-functiws. The weights in 
the box { & , > 7 , ]  were pre-computed according to Equation 
(1). Because the number oC dyadic wavelet coefficienu to 
approximate each eigcnfunctiim is N ,  and the number of 
eigenfunctions is K ,  the total complexity of calculating the 
inner products of li eigenfiuictions in the local search area 
S' is I< x N x S2 (adds  + mults). 
C. Tree search 
The last step in Figure 2 applies a binary tree search to 
find the hasis that yields a large inner product value.The 
complexity of finding the basis in the search block is 2 x 
log, ID/ x K x s* (adds + mults). 

4. PERFORMANCE EVALIJATION 

We evaluate the coding performance of our two-stage-VQ 
algonthm using the hybrid video coding system shown in 
Figure 3. The first frame of a video sequence is an intra- 
frame (I-frame) encoded by DCT and all other frames are 
inter-frames @-frames). Eleven ME'EG 4 test sequences, 
Akiyo, Claire, Hall Monitor, Mother and Daughter, News, 
Salesman, Sean, Carphone, Coastguard, Container, and Miss 
America, are used. The size of the sequences are in QCIF 
format and the testing frame rate is ten frames per second. 
The efficiency of the proposed method depends on two pa- 
rameters: the number of eigenfunctions K ,  and the num- 
ber of dyadic wavelet coefficients N. By varying the pa- 
rameters, the computational complexity and PSNR of our 
method will vary. Although our approach can appmximate 
any M P  dictionary, we will use the most popular separahle 
Gahor dictionary [4] as our target dictionary. The dictio- 
nary contains 400 bases and the size of each hasis is 32 by 
32 pixels. 
A. Y-PSNR performances 

The Y-PSNK performances of our two-stage-VQ algo- 
rithm are evaluated at 17 and 30 Kbps. We use these hit 
rates to make representative examples to illustrate the per- 
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Fig. 4. The average Y-PSNII drop of the eleven sequence\. 
Figures on the lefl are 30 Khps, a id  figures on the right are 
17 Khps. 

*. 

hrmmice of our method. The Y-PSNR performaice is men- 
surcd hy a Y-PSNR drop, defined as Y-PSNR of the original 
dictionary - Y-PSNR of the approximated dictionary. For 
a slow motion video sequence, such as Akiyo and Claire, 
the Gahor dictionary ca i  effectively represent their motion 
residuals. Our experiments also show that the loss of Y- 
PSNK in approximating the Ciahor dictionary is higher for 
slow motion videos than fast niotioii videos. In our experi- 
ments, the range of the parameters I< and N is between ~10 
and 100. Figure 4 shows the average Y-PSNR drop for all 
eleven test sequences as a lunction of K a id  N at different 
hit rates. 
B. Computing time speed-up 

We compare the computation time of our two-stage-VQ 
to that of a separable a id  a non-separable dictionaly. Ac- 
cording to the complexity analysis given in Section 3 ,  if we 
use o p  to denote an addition or a multiplication, the ops re- 
quired by our two-stage-VQ to h d  an MP atom is 6 ( L  + 
S ) 2 1 0 g 2 1 , + 2 { 1 i x N x S 2 + 2 ~ 1 0 g 2 ~ D ~ ~ K ~ S 2 }  (ops). 
A two dimensional separahle dictionary is obtained by a 
tensor-product of two one dimensional dictionaries. Let Nh 
and N ,  he the sizes of the two one-dimensional dictionar- 
ies, and N, x Nh = IDI. From [41, an efficient implemen- 

~,~ ~ ......... -’:\..... ~ . . . ...... . I 
.. . .. . . ~. . 

tation of the inner products with a separahle dictionary will 
take 2 ~ : N : ; , ’ { ( L  + S )  x s x I, + s2 y?~;’ LI + IDI x - . “ ~ I  

5’’ (ops). For a non-separahle dictionary, we can calculate 
the complexity of finding an atomof2L2 x ID1 x S’+lDl x 
S2(ops). The Y-PSNR drop versus the speed-up factors of 
our algorithm over separable and non-separable dictionar- 
ies are shown in Figure 5.  The speed-up of our algorithm 
can he up to GO times faster if a target dictionary is sepan- 
hle, and up to 1,600 times faster if the target dictionary is 
non-separable. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

We propose a new structure that combines a traditional two- 
stage MP approach and VQ structure to efficiently approx- 
imate any dictionary. When a target dictionary is large, our 
approach will have less design and computational compbx- 

. . . .  . . .  4 I I * ~ ~ ~ 4 >., .:, ~ ~ -* ,,“ ,.l I ’e-* e.? 

Fig. 5. Y-PSNR drop versus speed-up faclor at different 
hit rates. Left: separable, aid Right: non-separable inner 
product implementations ol‘ Ciahor dictionary. 

ity thm a traditional two-stage approach. l h c  proposed ap- 
proach c m  find the first atom ofa residual frarnc a id  update 
the inner product values for the next iterations, or it cai find 
all atoms. We use this structure to approximate the sepa- 
rable Ciahor dictionary, and demonstraw the trade-off he- 
tween coding pcflurmance (Y-PSNR) and coding efficiency 
(speed-up) of our MP encoder at very low bit rates. 
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